Unit 6 Movies
Choose the correct options.

5Meryem:……………………………………?
Zehra: Yes. I like cartoons and animations very
much.

1Medine: I don’t like dramas.
Hatice: Why?
Medine: ……………………….
a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

Action movies are my favorite.
Because they are boring.
That’s great.
He is brave.

6Semih: ………………………….?
Erdem: Kemal Sunal.

2İsmet: What do you think about Adem?
Ali: ………………………………..

3-

a) What is the film about?
b) What kind of film do you like?
c) What is your favorite film?
d) Who is your favorite movie star?
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a) I think he is friendly.
b) I hate horror movies
c) They are funny.
d) It is half past seven.

What types of movies do you like
What is your favorite movie
What is your favorite movie about
Do you like watching movies

7Defne: What time is the movie?
Mine:…………………………

He is………………….
beautiful
c) honest
friendly
d) strong

a) It is a boring movie.
b) It is at ten o’clock.
c) It is a horror film.
d) It is not a love story.

8Şeyma: …………………………….?
Anıl: It is a comedy.
4- I like…………..
a) science fictions
b) adventure
c) animation
d) fantasy
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a)What type of movie is it
b)Do you like comedy movies
c)What time is it
d)Who are the main characters
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Unit 6 Movies
Answer the questions (9 -12 ) according to the table
below

Ege

Comedy

Horror

Science

12- Who hates doesn’t like science fictions?

Drama

a) Ege
b) Ecrin

fiction

b) Aleyna and Pınar
d) Ege and Ecrin

Aleyna
Ege
13Bedirhan:………………………………
Rabia: It is about a beautiful girl and a brave boy.

Pınar
Ecrin

Love:

don’t like:

Like:

Hate:

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

doesn’t like comedies
hates dramas.
likes horror films.
doesn’t watch science fictions
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9- Aleyna………………………………

What is the movie about?
What type of movie is it?
What time dos the movie start?
What is your favorite movie?

Answer the questions (14 -15) according to the text
below
Hi, I’m Rabia. I’m a student. I like watching
movies. I like cartoons, comedies and animations
because they are funny. I don’t like watching horror
films because they are scary.. I like Tom and Jerry,
The Muppets, Ice Age and Shrek but Shrek is my
favorite. It is a very funny animation.

10- Everybody ……………………

a)
b)
c)
d)

hates horror movies.
likes science fiction.
doesn’t like drama.
loves comedies but Pınar doesn’t

14- Rabia doesn’t like horror films because they
are………………
a) funny
b) boring
c) scary
d) hardworking

11a) Ege likes comedies but he doesn’t like science
fictions.
b) Ecrin likes science fictions and dramas.
c) Aleyna likes comedies but she doen’t like horror
movies.
d) Pınar likes comedies and horror movies.
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15a) Shrek is his favorite movie.
b) Princess Fiona is ugly.
c) Rabia doesn’t like cartoons.
d) Animations are frightening
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Unit 6 Movies
Answer Key
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1- B
2- A
3- D
4- C
5- D
6- D
7- B
8- A
9- D
10- A
11-C
12-B
13- A
14-C
15- A
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